Feedback New Zealand seminar April 2010
“Thanks so much for the seminar - it was thought- provoking and I
came back to a very challenging clinic - wondering just how to
integrate what I was learning with the people who sat before me.
Some go there so easily and for others it seems like a foreign land. It
was interesting that my second patient completely dissociated
through her consult and went into a carbo-veg state. When I rang her
the next day she said I could never have gone there without the trust
we have built up over all the other consultations.”
(A participant from NZ 2010 seminar via E-mail)

SEMINAR CONTENT


Excellent- clear easy to follow. Highly recommend the need for all
homeopaths to learn through Dinesh’s step by step process.



Insightful and interesting. Learned a lot.



Packed solid, full of incredible information, light.



This the first time I have clearly understood the sensation
method and ‘how’ to do it.



Great well structured, step by step, cases informative.



Brilliant!! Really good learning opportunity thought provoking,
challenging Glad to be getting the knowledge early in my career.



Excellent, inspiring, refreshing.



Good coverage of material, clearly lecture knew the best way to
deliver material & how to progress through it.



I am in second year of study, I found this to be extremely useful a
informative, I am grateful for all I’ve absorbed and learnt during this
seminar.



It has been a wonderful seminar -the content, the delivery have met
more than any expectations that, I had.



Great in depth concentration on case taking.



Extremely valuable. Has the capacity to bring much greater depth to
my practice.



Through, comprehensive presented in such a way as to be understood.



Very through way to re look at using the new methodology good
mixture of ppt, talk, cases great humor.



Brilliant if a return develops from this seminar.



Exceeded expectation. I was not expecting so much clear direction
or such illuminating cases.



Excellent liked the scientific framework in which to understanding
case taking.

DELIVERY STYLE




Excellent- All were given opportunity to participate- very inclusive
He seemed to suit me well , Although I haven’t been to other
Homeopathic Seminars to compare it too
Very entertaining, enjoyed Dinesh’s humor a interaction with
audience.



Good pace progression of the seminar was good.



Very good went at pace so we were all there and ensured we all
understood. Enjoyed jokes



Right to the essence



Really enjoyed Dinesh humor and the way he involved us.



Good Power point a little hurried at time but clear.



Good mix of theory, practical & thinking time given visual info on
ppt, question, and observation.



Great challenge to set for long period (90 minutes?) but that is a
personal challenge.



Delightful, enthusiastic, good jokes.



Excellent mix visual (power point), vocal a affirmation, plus
opportunity for questions and reflection.



Very good teacher 3 days that went so fast, Dinesh kept us
interested the whole time thought to all levels of experience in the
room.



Like the jokes very good at listening very good. Sometimes too slow as
to many people were interfering with new suggestions.



Beautiful lively, very really, easy to reliable to. Fantastic use of real
case studies.



Good made you think get “try not think”



Delightful



Brilliant teacher, supportive, accepting, enlightening.

PACE OF SEMINAR















Easy to follow. I had lots of ‘aha’ matSents creat to see cases
,Dinesh stopping to explain step by step
Excellent.
Great 1st day laying foundation for the next two days.
Smooth ride, a journey into the core.
Fast intense but Great, lots of information.
Good practice for sitting in front of clients and being patients.
Slow at stage, generally ok.
Perfect.
Just right.
Good pace would love for it to be a longer seminar.
Well, not the presenter but the participate who solved down pace with
late ness, slow return to seats.
Would have loved more fitted in.
Was very good, did not drag at all. Produced excellent mood with
participants.

